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Our Purpose

• As participants in this session, we hope that you will:

• …gain a deeper understanding of the learning process and how 
learning happens

• …identify and discuss the purpose for your on-campus programs 

• …rethink the way feedback is received and how to use it to 
continually improve programs

• …reflect on who you are as an institution, as an office, and as a 
program



How do you define  
Learning?



Learning is…

• “…change” - Zull (2002)

• “…experience. Everything else is just information” - Albert 
Einstein

• “…the act of acquiring new, or modifying and reinforcing, 
existing knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, or preferences 
and may involve synthesizing different types of information” -
Wikipedia

• “…growth; growing to take on new information in a way that is 
meaningful to you” - Mandi Gilbert

• “…taking information, spending time dissecting it, using it for 
my needs, and owning it for the future” - Brandon Meyer
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I’m hungry!!!

I want pizza. 

Chew, swallow, 
repeat…Yum!

Satisfaction sets in…



Key Points about Learning

• Physical/biological process

• building and firing the synapses

• Change and growth

• Exchange of ideas

• Emotions & feelings are directly tied to our ability to learn

• Receiving and owning information

• Repeat, repeat, repeat
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Feedback









Do What Works For You

• “Since relationships are different from place to place and 
moment to moment, why would we expect that solutions 
developed in one context would work the same in another?” 
(Wheatley, 2006, p. 173) 

• Know who you are as an institution, as an office, and as a 
program



Our Purpose

• What we want you to get out of this session

• …gain a deeper understanding the learning process and how 
learning happens

• …identify and discuss the purpose for their on-campus programs 

• …rethink the way feedback is received and how to use it to 
continually improve programs

• …reflect on who you are as an institution, as an office, and as a 
program



Summary/Slide Discussion

• “Learning does not proceed in a linear way but by stops and 
starts, reversals and breakthroughs” (Zull, 2002, p. 235)

• Those around you have a great ideas and are eager to share

• The learning cycle, although written for individuals, can be 
applied to programs as well

• Seeking continuous feedback is essential 
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